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Confirm your position: Dsupport 
(please tick relevant box) 

My submission is: 
(Include details and reasons for your position) 

□oppose

A. The FNDC operates many open spaces and reserves around the district, however the recreational reserve
located at 455 Opito Bay Road and the parking in Road Reserve/Coastal set-back area opposite (along the
beach) is one of the more important, loved and highly utilised community assets that give access to what is
effectively the "town beach" for Kerikeri as well as a public boat ramp at the mouth of the inlet for
convenient access to the bay for recreational boating for both visitors and residents alike. I support
Objective OSZ-01 that is consistent with these purposes. Further Policies OSZ-Pl, OSZ-P2 and OSZ-P3 seek
to give effect to the above Objective and support their intent.

My submission is to give better effect to these by prioritising developing an area specific Reserve Management Plan 
for this specific area, given it's importance and high usage. Specific consideration of vehicle parking (incl. cars, cars 
with boat trailers, campers whether self container or not, and any commercial vehicles) must be included including 
restrictions on duration of permitted parking, overnighting etc. 

B. Further, significant tensions and frustrations have arisen in recent years over the operation of commercial
oyster barge/forklift/truck activities where residents have provided multiple examples and evidence
(photos, videos and witness statements) of non-compliances with the operator's resource consents. This
activity appears inconsistent with the Objective and Policies mentioned in A. above.

My submission is to change OPZ-Rll from the proposed Activity status: Discretionary to Activity status: Non
complying to give better effect to the Objective OSZ-01 for this section as well as consistency with Policies OSZ-Pl, 
OSZ-P2 and OSZ-P3. 

I seek the following decision from the Council: 

(Give precise details. If seeking amendments, how would you like to see the provision amended?) 

For A above, firstly identify in the PDP open space and recreational areas that must have an area specific Reserve 
Management Plan. Secondly allocate appropriate resources and funding in the next LTP to complete such a Reserve 
Management Plan, including this as a priority for Years 1- 3 of that LTP. 

For B above, change OPZ-Rll from the proposed Activity status: Discretionary to Activity status: Non-complying. 
Further for FNDC to submit against any resource consents sought by commercial operators from Regional Council as 
inconsistent with the Objectives and purposes of this zoning. 

I wish to be heard in support of my submission 
D I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission 

(Please tick relevant box) 

If o.¥-s make a similar submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing
� Yes D No 

D�wish to present your submission via Microsoft Teams? 
� Yes D No 
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